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Standfirst: Such is the concern about keel 
and rudder failure among marine industry 
regulators that Kraken News will be keeping 
its readers informed.

In this month’s issue we report 
on the latest near fatal keel loss

Also the warnings made by the 
Government’s Marine Accident 
and Investigation Branch (MAIB) 

Sailing News
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Seven sailors 
lucky to survive 
keel lossBolt-on keels must be 

checked: official
Seven sailors delivering a 40 ft sloop following 
the Sydney-Hobart Race are ‘lucky’ to be alive 
after their bolt-on keel snapped off and the 
boat capsized instantaneously on January 5.
The Ker 40, Showtime, inverted before the 
crew had time to deploy the liferaft, one crew 
member had to strip off his lifejacket and dive 
beneath the upturned hull to release it. 
Because of emergency services evacuating 
residents from bush fires torching the south-
east coast of Australia, the shipwrecked crew 
were spotted 17 miles off the New South Wales 
coast by a helicopter.

Skipper Rob Buchanan woke hearing a metallic 
‘ping’ just before he was thrown across the 
boat from his windward bunk as they capsized. 
He said: ‘The boat was trying to kill everybody 
as it was banging around and we were holding 
onto it.’ One crew member was knocked 
unconscious by the boat. 

Buchanan added: ‘I understand from the police 
that a helicopter spotted us. We were lucky as 
there were loads of emergency rescue people 
around because of the fires.’ 

Jason Ker of Ker Yacht Design said the keel was 
not one of his, but a retro-fit keel, designed 
elsewhere. 

‘Showtime’s keel was configured as a vertical 
hollow strut welded to a horizontal mounting 
plate, which in turn was sitting in a shallow 
recess in the boat’s hull and bolted to the 
boat’s structure. This is not a design approach 
we would ever endorse as the high stress point 
at the junction is coincident with the horizontal 
welded joint,’ Ker reportedly said.

We reported last year how the chief inspector 
of the Marine Accident Investigation Branch 
said all owners of boats with bolt-on keels 
should have them surveyed regularly for flaws 
or damage.

This followed the MAIB’s probe into the capsize 
of Tyger, a Comet 45s, which lost her bolt-
on keel while on passage from La Gomera to 
Tenerife in 2017.

The chief inspector of marine accidents 
said: ‘The keel is a critical safety item and all 
yacht owners should have them surveyed or 
inspected regularly.’

Five sailors were rescued from the British-
registered charter yacht, including one female 
crew who was temporarily trapped under the 
inverted hull as it turned over in seconds.
The inspector added: ‘If (owners) have any 
doubts about the design or condition of the 
keel or its securing arrangements they should 
seek specialist advice without delay.’

Two further yachts suffered catastrophic hull 
damage at the end of 2019  because of their 
multi-lateral construction. The first was Alex 
Thomson’s IMOCA 60 Hugo Boss, which hit an 
unseen object leaving the keel hanging on by 
the threads of its hydraulic system. The second 
was a Beneteau Match First 40, which sank 
after its rudder was torn off after colliding with 
a navigation buoy.

Sailing News

Hugo Boss dropped out of the Transat Jacques 
Vabre race after renting her hull asunder on an 
object 380 miles off the Canary Islands.
Meanwhile three crew from the Beneteau First 
40, were taken off by the lifeboat, after she 
sank off Gurnard Point, Isle of Wight. She was
a charter yacht on passage from Portsmouth
to Cowes.

For many years yacht builders have been 
competing to make performance hulls because 
they have a lighter, cheaper lay-up. Could this 
mean we are facing more keel and rudder 
failures in the future?

Certainly respected marine expert, Matthew 
Sheahan, formerly a technical writer with 
Yachting World, said: ‘Keel problems aboard 
some of the best-known models in the world 
are more common than you might think’.
Matthew added: ‘Some look to the racing side 
of sailing and ask whether the move towards 
high performance keels is building a potential 
time-bomb of failures’.

Another cause of keel failure is grounding. 
‘There are several recent cases of well-known 
and popular production boats being driven 
aground in rough weather and the repeated 
pounding or attempts at dragging them off 
have resulted in the keel being torn off the 
boat.’



No less than NINETY boats are named and 
shamed on this list of disaster and yet it is 
not the full picture of keel loss. With the 
death of 28 sailors from yacht sinkings in the 
last three decades, it is feared many more 
incidents have happened around the world 
without them being reported. As Simon 
Forbes, offshore technical manager for 
World Sailing told me when he sent me
the list:

‘I need to say that the attached is in no 
way comprehensive and is mainly just high 
profile racing incidents.’
But even though most of the keel failures 
listed here are of racing boats, the roll 
of dishonour also includes the names of 
many well-known cruising yachts including 
Jeanneau, Bavaria, Beneteau, Oyster, Sigma, 
Maxi and Trident.

The most tragic case on the list is that 
of Cheeki Rafiki, the Beneteau First 40.7 
which, in May 2014, lost her bolt-on keel 
in the Atlantic Ocean before her four crew, 
Andrew Bridge, 22, Steve Warren, 52, fifty-
six-year-old Paul Goslin and James Male, 
23, could deploy the liferaft. All four were 
never seen again. Later a jury at Winchester 
Crown Court heard how: ‘A number of 
keel bolts had broken causing it to detach 
from the hull,’ and although the Beneteau’s 
operator, Douglas Innes, was aquitted 
of manslaughter he was found guilty of 
running an unsafe boat and fined £50,000.

The adjacent list is categorised by: boat 
name, year of incident, type of boat, year 
of launch, type of keel, reason for failure. 
In some cases full information was not 
available.

1) Lightworks, 2018, keel broke off, Andrej Justin – Code 8, 2016, fixed fin,    
steel or weld failure.
2) Finistere, 2018, keel broke off, Laurie Davidson,1989, lifting carbon fibre and wood,
under investigation.
3) Bernardini-Gonnagitcha II, 2018, keel broke off, Phillipe Briand IMOCA, 1989,  canting.
4) Tyger of London, 2017, keel broke off, Valicelli Comet 45, 2007, fixed, failure of screwed and 
welded joint of rods and plate.
5) Prodigy 2, 2017, keel broke off,  Piotr Adamowicz & Krzysztof Smaga Quale 60,  2017, fixed, 
possibly hull structure failure.
6) Capella, 2017, keel broke off, Frans Maas, 1995, fixed, threaded rods sheared off below top 
plate welds. Keel damaged from previous grounding.
7) Bastide Otio, 2016, keel bearing broke, Verdier/VPLP IMOCA, 2010, canting, whale collision. 
8) PRB, 2016, keel bearing broke, Verdier/VPLP IMOCA, 2010, canting, plastic bearing broke 
leading to metal/metal contact.
9)  Minnic, 2016, bulb broke off, Brenta B60, fixed fin, grounding.
10)  Bella Mente, 2016, keel resonance, Judel/Vrolik Maxi 72, fixed, keel replaced.
11) Polina Star, 2015, keel broke off, Humphries/Oyster Design Team Oyster 825, 2014, fixed, hull 
structure failure – “very dry laminate not wetted out” / “insufficient laminate.”
12)  Eco 40, 2015, keel loose, Balance Arquitectura Naval Este Eco 40, 2011, fixed.
13) Sensation Class 40, 2014, keel broke off, Sabrosa Rain Class 40 MkII, 2014, fixed, suspected 
structural failure.
14) Team Sabrosa SR40 MkII, 2014, keel broke off, Sabrosa Rain Class 40 MkII, 2014, fixed, 
suspected structural failure.
15) Cheeki Rafiki, 2014, keel broke off, Bruce Farr Beneteau 40.7, 2006, fixed. 
16) Solid Air, 2013, keel loose, Tim Kernan Columbia 32 C, 2012.
17) Acciona, 2013, keel broke off, Owen Clarke IMOCA, 2011, canting, probably fatigue.
18) Virbrac-Paprec 3, 2013, keel broke off, Verdier/VPLP IMOCA, 2010,canting.
19) Safran, 2012, keel broke off, Verdier/PLP IMOCA, 2007, canting, metal fatigue.
20) Nissan, 2012, keel broke off, Lombard Mini-Transat 417, 2003, canting.
21) Petra, 2012, keel broke off, Axel Mohnhaupt Bavaria 390 Lagoon, 1990, fixed, keel loosened 
fell off, boat capsized and sank.
22) Rio, 2012, bulb broke off, TP52, fixed, grounding caused threads to fail on bulb nuts.
23) Rambler, 2011, keel broke off, Juan K Maxi, 2008, canting, fatigue crack adjacent to weld.
24) Initiatives-Alex Olivier, 2011, keel broke off, Simon Rogers Class 40, 2007,fixed.
25) Wasabi, 2011, keel broke off, Sayer, 2006, fixed.
26) Surlej, 2011, keel broke off  Maxi 1100  fixed, pounding on sandbank.
27) Napadelis, 2011, keel broke off, Bernard Mivelt Mini Transat 569 – Mistral, 2004, fixed.
28) Marinariello, 2010, keel broke off, Farr Cookson,1993, fixed, keel changed.
29)  Warrior’s Wish, 2010, keel broke off, Jutson Mount Gay 30, fixed.
30) Polebream, 2010, keel broke off, Jacques Fauroux Jeanneau Sun Odyssey, fixed, hit rock. 
31) Touch of Gloss, 2009, keel broke off, Farr MRX, fixed, fractured – ‘chiller’ in casing
created weakness.
32) Heat Wave, 2009, keel broke off, Johnstone J/80 45,1994, fixed. 
33) Safran, 2009, bulb broke off,Verdier/VPLP IMOCA, 2007, canting.
34) Veolia Environement, 2009, keel broke off, Lombard IMOCA, 2004, canting, carbon fibre 
keel head detached.
35) VM Materieux, 2009, bulb broke off, Lombard IMOCA, 2004, canting.
36) Temenos, 2009, loose keel, Owen Clarke IMOCA, 2006, canting, damaged keel box.
37)  Hayai, 2008, bulb broke off, Stephen Baker Open 40, canting. 
38) Time to Burn, 2008, keel broke off, Brett Bakewell-White,1994, fixed, single 6mm fillet
weld inadequate.
39) Parole, 2008, keel broke off, Andrew Cape Mini Transat 276, 1999, canting.  
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40) Cynthia Woods, 2008, keel broke off, Bruce Marek Cape Fear 38, fixed, keel-hull connection 
too thin.
41) Skilagalee, 2008, keel broke off, Johnstone J/80 21, fixed, keel and sump broke off – leaving 
eight x inch by four ft long hole in bottom.
42) PRB, 2008, keel damage,  Farr IMOCA,  canting, collision with shark.
43) Strewth, 2008, keel broke off, Jim Donovan TP52, 2004, fixed, keel bolt sheared off.
44) Grand Prix II, 2008, keel broke off, Edgardo Martinolli GP 26, fixed.
45) Maximus, 2007,  keel cracked, Greg Elliott Maxi, 2005, canting.  
46) GI GO 2,  2007, keel broke off, Vismara, fixed.   
47) Bounder, 2007, keel broke off,  Juan K IRC, 2007, fixed, suspected failure of
internal structure.
48)  Hooligan V, 2007, keel broke off, Simonis Voogd Max Fun, 2002, fixed, poor standard
of welding.  
49) Hugo Boss, 2006, loose keel, Lombard IMOCA, canting.  
50) TMI Technologies, 2006, loose keel, Finot-conq Class 40 – Pogo, 2006, fixed.
51) Movistar, 2006, loose keel, Farr Volvo 70, 2005, canting.
52) Shockazulu, 2006, keel broke off, Schock 40, canting, four cracks in welds.
53) Auto Atlantic Thunderchild, 2006, keel loose, Angelo Lavranos, fixed, port side of the keel 
root became disconnected from the structural aluminium.
54) Moquini, 2005, keel broke off, Simonis Fast 42, fixed, solid keel floors failed and keel 
separated from hull due to‘poor workmanship’.
55) Bavaria Match, 2005, keel broke off  J & J Bavaria Match 42, 2004, fixed, hull
laminate failure.
56) Ecover  2005, keel broke off, Owen Clarke IMOCA, canting, metal fatigue.
57) Skandia (ex -Kingfisher), 2005, keel broke off, Owen Clark IMOCA, canting, metal fatigue.
58) Sill Veolia, 2005, keel problems, Lombard IMOCA, 2004, canting.
59) Skandia Wild Thing, 2004, keel broke off, Maxi, canting, keel broke free from mountings.
60) Cheminees Poujoulat, 2004, keel broke off, Pierre Roland IMOCA, 2000, canting.  
61) Ciment Saint Laurent Ocean, 2003, keel broke off, Hunter Marine IMOCA, 1989, fixed, 
collision with object.
62) Artech – Caen La Mer, keel loose,  J. Baptiste Pequet-DeJeanty Mini Transat, 2000, canting, 
collision with unknown object.
63) Everest Hoeerizontal, 2003,bulb broke off, Jim Antrim Open 50, 2003, canting.   
64) Jelik, 2002, keel broke off, Tom Wylie, 1998, fixed, keel failed at the top hull flange 
attachment.  Not the original Wylie design.
65) Excalibur, 2002, keel broke off, Lyons, lifting, home built with inadequate welds.
Designer exonerated.
66) Up the Blue, 2002, keel broke off, Bakewell-White Mini Transat 403, 2002, canting.  
67) One Dream – One Mission, 2001, keel loose, Adrian Thompson Open 50, canting,
keel ram failure.
68) Rising Farrster, 2001, keel broke off, Farr 38, 1993, fixed, primary cause of failure was 
inadequate hull shell thickness.
69) Oracle, 2000, keel broke off, IACC, fixed.  
70) Leclerc Saint Nicolas, keel broke off, Raison-Lucas Mini Transat 232, 1999, canting
71) Crealine, 1999, keel broke off, Pierre Roland Mini Transat 264, 1999, canting, the fixation
of the canting keel broke following a shock with an object.
72) Vulcangas, 1999, keel broke off, Romanelli Mini Transat 182,1997. 
73) Navifax, 1999, keel broke off, Finot-Conq Mini Transat 197, 1998
74) Exide Challenger, 1997, keel broke off, Smith/Noble IMOCA,1993, fixed.
75) Votre Nom Autour Du Monde, 1997, keel broke off, Briand IMOCA, 1989, fixed,
keel bolts broke.
76) France 2, 1995, keel broke off, IACC, fixed.
77) Ville De Cherbourg, 1994, keel broke off, Joubert-Nivelt IMOCA, 1992, fixed, deficiency
of weld connecting part between keel and studs.
78) Sensor, 1993, keel broke off, Rob Humphreys Sigma 400, 1990, fixed, grounding.
79) Magic Machine, 1993, keel broke off, Trident 44.      
80) Coyote, 1992, bulb broke off, Rodger Martin IMOCA, 1992, fixed, failure of the carbon fibre 
materials used to secure the 8,400 pound bulb.
81) Miso Computer, 1992, keel broke off, Berret, 1989. 
82) Marine Marine, 1991, keel broke off, IOR, fixed, fatigue and shear stress in the fibreglass hull.
83) 36.17 ORI, 1991, keel broke off, Berret Mini-Transat,1991, fixed.
84) Espana 92, 1991, keel broke off, IACC,1991, fixed. 
85) Martella, 1990, keel broke off, German Frers Maxi,1989, fixed, loose bolts.
86) Pandemonium, 1989, keel broke off, Nelson/Marek,1985, fixed. 
87) Castaway Fiji, 1987, keel broke off, Laurie Davidson, fixed, collision with unidentified
floating object.
88) Drum, 1985, keel broke off, Ron Holland Maxi, 1985, fixed, weld failure in the alloy stub.
89) Fiat Regatta, 1984, keel broke off, Tony Castro Jeanneau Sunfast, 1984, fixed, sank in
six minutes.
90) Charley, 1983, keel broke off, Ron Holland, fixed, lead slipped off nine keel bolts.

It is worth noting that this list does not 
include rudder failures of which there are 
many more.

Ted Osborn, veteran technical expert for 
the Cruising Association, said: ‘I have long 
thought that hanging a huge lump of iron 
from a yacht hull, holding it on only with a 
few steel nuts and bolts and letting it swing 
around in a rough sea was just asking for 
trouble. Bring back long keels and
inside ballast.’

Many people coming into sailing today 
do not realise the difference between an 
integral keel and an encapsulated keel. The 
former is actually part of the hull’s ‘skeleton’ 
its scantlings, whereas the latter is merely a 
bulb bolted onto a keel and then ‘iced over’ 
with GRP. Whilst a lot safer than a straight 
forward bolt-on keel ie with keel joined at 
the bottom of the hull, the encapsulated 
keel is nowhere near as fail-safe as an 
integral keel.

A Kraken Yacht, has an integral Zero Keel 
which can never come off because it’s never 
been ‘on’ in the first place: it’s part of
the boat!

Combined with the fully skeg-protected 
Alpha Rudder system the Kraken Yacht 
hull is the only blue water cruising boat 
in production today, which will not invite 
investigation from the MAIB.

Dick Durham

Sailing News



The Ionian Islands 
What better way to hold 
off the English winter 
than an autumnal 
cruise in Greece?, asks 
John Costi-Mouyia

Saturday

After a comfortable night’s sleep aboard, 
we surfaced, ate breakfast, fuelled up and 
headed out of the marina bound for Lakka 
on the Island of Paxoi. With surprisingly light 
airs for the time of year the skipper decided 
to motor south, running along the east 
coast of Corfu and passing the Venetian 
fortress skyline of the capital Kerkira.  Then 
followed Benitses, Moraitika and Kavos. 
Dick kept a weather eye out hoping for the 
wind to fill in, while Paul gazed nostalgically 
ashore recalling his youth spent working on 
the island.

Arriving in Lakka the most northerly point 
of Paxoi, and with the light fading fast we 
anchored in the bay and were greeted by 
the unmistakable sound of a Bouzouki -filled 
family celebration emanating from under 
a treeline speckled with taverna lamps. 
Ashore we discovered an engagement 
party in full swing, with no seating left, so 
we strolled into town to find another eaterie 
and being towards the end of the season 
there were plenty. After another feast of too 
many dishes and more than one bottle of 
surprisingly excellent red from the region, 
we headed back to White Dragon for a 
nightcap in the voluminous central cockpit 
before turning in.

Friday

On arrival at Gouvia Marina, just a short hop 
from Corfu International airport, four weary 
travellers were instantly rejuvenated by the 
sight of White Dragon, a Kraken 66, which 
was to be our luxurious nautical home for 
a week’s cruise in the Ionian Sea.  She was 
moored stern-to and her mate Rob Winter, 
a lean South African, beckoned us aboard. 
So Derek Wastell ,Paul Page, Dick Durham 
and I swapped the dusty Grecian quayside 
for the warm, teak-planked, deck by walking 
in-line across the passerelle. We stowed our 
kit-bags in the spacious cabins below, but 
noticing the aft quarters were deserted,
I asked: Where’s the skipper?’
‘He’s sourcing supper,’ said Rob pointing 
to a line of tavernas. We followed his 
finger and soon found Dick Beaumont re-
arranging a restaurant table to seat five, 
a table that was soon filled with too many 
dishes, as the hungry Essex men were spoilt 
by Hellenic choice.

Sunday

This morning we left Lakka and arrived in 
Fiskardo the yachting capital of the island 
of Cephalonia, I couldn’t help noticing the 
admiring glances from the cognoscenti 
aboard a number of the usual suspects that 
you would expect to see at anchor in any 
Mediterranean harbour. As the sun began 
to set we secured our berth for the evening, 
dropping the bower anchor and taking a 
stern line onto a secure fixing on the shore 
50 metres away.

The neighbours indiscreetly captured our 
arrival on camera phones and video-cams: 
White Dragon was again turning heads 
in one of the most exclusive yachting 
destinations in the Greek islands. It was 
time for a sundowner and we toasted our 
fellow sailors as Dick thanked them for 
the compliments showered upon White 
Dragon’s many beautiful features.

Monday

Heading out of Fiskardo we aimed for 
the nearby Island of Ithaki the home of 
Odysseus in Homer’s epic poems The Iliad 
and The Odyssey.  After a pleasant day 
of gentle sailing we arrived at one of our 
favourite destinations Kioni. Anchoring 
just metres from the shore in the early 
evening, we broke out the toys and 
enjoyed an hour of swimming and rowing 
around this stunning little spot to check 
out the surrounding nooks and crannies 
of our overnight stop. Soon enough two 
more yachts anchored nearby. One was a 
catamaran of jolly Germans who toasted 
White Dragon’s lines after we had assisted 
them in effecting a safe mooring for
the night.

Just a short stroll from our landing point 
we arrived at the AVRA Taverna on the 
quayside. Within moments we were tended 
to by Greece’s very own Annie Lennox: not 
only did our hostess look like the iconic 
pop star, we later discovered she had an 
excellent voice of her own. After dinner the 
White Dragon Five made the short walk 
to Café Spavento to enjoy the ubiquitous 
nightcap and surprisingly a fine selection of 
classic rock tunes, all the favourites of the 
bar owner Spiros.
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Tuesday

The day had arrived for the legendary White 
Dragon curry. The skipper had identified 
a remote safe anchorage Vathy on the 
north coast of the Island of Meganisi. So 
with a heavy heart and sore heads we had 
a departed Kioni and headed north for 
Vathy. We anchored, swam in the sheltered 
haven as the sun began to set, while Dick 
Beaumont rustled up what was to be one 
of best meals of the week. We sat back 
and settled into White Dragon’s spacious 
and comfortable centre cockpit to enjoy 
a steady flow of fine wines and even finer 
anecdotes to accompany the Skipper’s 
feature dish, which left us tired,
but not emotional!

Wednesday

The following morning we headed to 
Lefkada four hours north. As we arrived in 
the marina a local skipper passing White 
Dragon revealed himself as the owner of 
the boatyard adjacent to Lefkas Marina. 
After offering his services should we need 
them he further volunteered his admiration 

of White Dragon’s fine lines and all round 
beauty and then with a wry smile said “the 
only thing I would change is the colour!”.
At which Dick said “what’s wrong with it?”.
“I’d like a blue hull.”
Dick added: “Once I get your order I will 
send you our blue hull coding chart.”

By now we had all begun to realise that 
White Dragon was attracting accolades 
from all who saw her. Dick Beaumont is very 
proud of the impact she makes. Leaving 
Lefkada behind and heading further north 
we waited for the 3pm opening of the swing 
bridge on the Ayia Mavras channel allowing 
to make clear water back up to Paxoi.

Thursday

We arrived in Gaios the main town to the 
south of the Island of Paxoi.
We anchored in the bay and headed into 
the town to meet Athenian friends Dimitri 
and Katerina who had insisted that we visit 
their relative’s restaurant set to the back of 
the town. So with a couple of phone calls 
(via Athens) we were cordially invited to 
the wonderful Carnayo restaurant hosted 
by owner and Chef Spyros Tranakas. Once 
again we were spoilt with a wonderful 
selection of contemporary Greek cuisine.

Friday

It was time to head back to Gouvia, and 
because the windless sea was like a mirror, 
and we were obliged to motor, Dick 
Beaumont offered us the chance to hang 
on a rope off the stern of White Dragon, 
seeing who could hold on the longest as 
the Skipper increased the velocity steadily. 
We all took part with varying degrees of 
success, one who shall remain nameless, 
losing his shorts as he surfed in White 
Dragon’s wake. Great fun. We arrived back 
at Gouvia Marina later that afternoon. Two 
sailors came aboard making enquiries about 
Kraken, they were handed a beer and given 
a short tour by our Skipper.

The Kraken 
Flagship, 
White Dragon 
LOA
20.12m (66ft 0in)
LWL
18.11m (59ft 5in)
Beam (max)
5.50m (18ft 1in)
Draught (Zero Keel 66)
2.65m (8ft 8in)
Displacement (lightship)
37,500kg (82,673lb)
Ballast
12,500kg (27,558lb)
Sail Area (100% foretriangle)
214.7m2 (2,311ft2)
Berths
8-10
Engine
195hp Yanmar shaftdrive
Water capacity
1,200lt (264gal)
Fuel capacity
1,900lt (418gal)
Sail area/displacement ratio
19.5
Displacement/LWL ratio
176
Design
Kevin Dibley

Our RideTravel & Discovery
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Unlike many of our clients Dick Beaumont is 
a sailor with a very clear idea and practical 
analysis on what is right and what is wrong 
in a blue water cruising boat. It is our job 
initially to pay attention and we use the 
old saying of: ‘We have two ears and one 
mouth’ so that we can listen twice as much 
as we speak. The initial briefing resulted in 
a multiple page document of wants, needs 
and expectations.

Award-winning 
naval architect 
Kevin Dibley, 
the man who 
made the Kraken 
wake, tells Dick 
Durham how

Interview

From this we spent a few weeks 
producing a preliminary design showing 
Accommodation, Deck, Sail Plan and 
general hydrostatics. During that time, 
we had a 3D hull model produced as well 
so that the general hydrostatics could be 
confirmed and fine tuned. If it is a racing 
yacht, there are clear performance numbers 
that must be achieved and so we work 
through multiple hull shapes until we get 
80% there in terms of displacement, sail 
area and performance.

With an ocean cruising yacht such as the 
Kraken fleet, we generally concentrate on 
the accommodation layouts and work out 
what is possible and what not within the 
perimeters we are limited by in terms of 
length, beam, and draft.

Once we had the preliminaries completed, 
we thrashed out the fine details via Skype or 
Facetime and we shared computer screens. 
Often it’s only later in the build times that 
we get fly out to the projects and meet the 
clients face-to-face. 

I first met Dick in the flesh when he sailed 
into Auckland, New Zealand aboard his boat 
Moonshadow. At that point we already had 
the Kraken 66 design in build and we were 
well into the early versions of the K50 and 
K58, so the professional relationship
was forged.

We spent time together going through the 
designs in more detail and concentrating on 
Dick’s philosophies of the pros and cons of 
current design. 
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There is a drawing method that uses a 
Design Spiral. In essence this means that 
every change made has a domino effect 
on other areas that will also then need 
updating. Basically you start on the outside 
of the spiral and every time a change is 
made you go through the full spiral circle 
and end up at the discussion point again. 
You keep doing this until finally you end 
up in the middle with the client happy, the 
project workable and the design more or 
less completed to perfection.

Interview

The stages are as follows:
Define ( the brief); Plan; Execute (adjust and 
monitor throughout the process); Complete; 
Evaluate; Celebrate!

The brief is probably the most important 
part of any design project as it is the 
foundation of the project. Dick had a very 
good and solid brief.

Dick and I work well together because 
we are both yachtsmen, both have sailed 
offshore, and his beliefs on what makes

a perfect blue water cruising yacht are not 
very different to mine. Thinking outside the 
box is always something that I have strived 
to achieve as it provides the opportunity 
of standing out from the competition, 
and sometimes giving us a unique design 
edge. Rarely though do you come up with 
something that is completely new and 
has not been done in one form or other 
in the past. The Zero Keel, however, is 
the exception to that rule. This is a fully 
integrated hull and bulb keel construction 
unique to the Kraken fleet. This is the 
Kraken philosophy which all comes down to 
Dick Beaumont’s thousands of miles of off-
shore sailing experience.

Alongside the Zero Keel, by using our 
racing yacht design skills and mind- set 
many other features are more performance 
orientated and efficient. No one wants to 
sail on a slow yacht, so if we can have all 
the features of Dick’s perfect blue water 
cruising yacht combined with one which 
sails well on-and-off the wind. This gives the 
client back the real joy of sailing in complete 
comfort and safety, which makes it
a win-win for everyone.

Kevin Dibley (MRINA)
Design Director
DYD Ltd. - Yacht Designers - Auckland
and Queenstown
P.O.Box 2836 Wakatipu 
Queenstown, 9349
New Zealand
+64 275 933 692

www.dibleymarine.com



The Kraken 50 in build
The deck section is traditionally constructed 
separately to the hull. This is because of the 
laminating required to build the longitudinal 
and traverse stiffeners, bulkheads, and 
flooring. Also the installation of the engine, 
generators and tankage must be carried 
out before the deck is bonded to the hull. 
However Kraken Yachts are designed to 
allow boat owners to remove the engine 
and generator later if required.

The carpentry team use wooden planking 
to sculpt the shape of the deck and cockpit 
for the plug while the hull undergoes 
lamination with a layer of bi-axial fibreglass 
cloth. Once dry, the hull is then covered 
with filler and faired. The sanding process 
is the most time consuming part but a 
perfectly smooth finish is required before 
painting. Once complete, the hull is painted, 

The thoroughbred blue water cruiser emerges

K50 Build

varnished and made ready to form the 
female hull mould.
Then the team move back to the deck: 
once the basic shape is constructed, work 
begins on the fine detail. Features such 
as the Kraken moulded bulwark and deck 
gear plinths need to be sized and made 
from wood before the plug is ready for 
lamination. It is our firm belief that the 
crew should not have to leave the safety 
of the cockpit when needing to furl, reef 
or trim the sails. Careful consideration is 
therefore made with each Kraken yacht on 
where deck gear is placed so each winch, 
organiser or clutch is easily reached by 
a short-handed crew. Rope channels run 
under the coachroof back to the cockpit, 
removing deck -tripping hazards with lines 
running to positioned organisers on each 
side of the cockpit.

As we mentioned in Kraken News Issue 1, 
this mould is for the Kraken 50 version 2.0 
and there are elements of the deck mould, 
which have been tweaked. The wrap-around 
saloon windows, for instance, have been 
improved aesthetically, the helm chair now 
provides better vision and support when 
heeling, and the cockpit is slightly
larger overall.

Precision and detail are key to perfect plugs 
and our shipwrights know that attention 
to detail is rewarded when the mould is 
complete. Each section of both plugs are 
meticulously checked by our design team 
before giving the go ahead to proceed to 
the next step. Once both plugs have gone 
through lamination and painting, they are 
ready to make the female yacht moulds.

Next month: How hull and deck moulds are prepared for lamination
9
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Most yachts are fitted with one of three 
mainsail-furling systems: slab, in-boom 
and in-mast. To decide which one is best 
for you, Dick Beaumont examines the 
pros and cons of each.

More than 75% of all yachts use the slab-
reefing method, but as boat size increases 
so does the proliferation of systems that furl 
the sail within the spar. In-mast systems are 
more common in yachts with an LOA of 50ft 
and over, and in craft 65 ft and above so in-
boom furling is more commonly used.

Which mainsail 
furling system 
is right for you? 

Technical Review
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The sails of yachts going to windward act 
as a wing, and the bellied shape of a slab-
reefed mainsail optimizes this wing shape 
both at the luff and on the foot.  (See Fig.1)

The yacht must be rounded up into wind 
to set and reef the sail. Rounding up to the 
wind in open ocean conditions with
40 knots or more and waves of perhaps 
over 5 metres is challenging.

If the mainsail needs to be dropped fully it 
will require crew to go on deck to lash down 
the main halyard to prevent the sail snaking 
up again.

On yachts over 45ft or more the mainsail 
stack on the mast (See Fig.3) will be quite 
high and crew will need to go on deck and 
climb two or three steps up the mast to fully 
tie the mainsail down to the gooseneck.
The Harken T-Track Switch system will 
greatly reduce the height of the stack.
(See Fig.4)

Usually a minimum of two crew are required 
to put a reef in.

The sail is limited to two or three reef points 
whereas with in-boom or in-mast a greater 
area of sail can be reduced incrementally.

There is a lot more rope in the cockpit when 
reefed, necessitating stowage.

A stack-pack bag is required on the boom 
adding windage and potentially marring 
aesthetics. (See Fig.5)

The sail will need more maintenance to 
ensure the reefing point cringles are not 
breaking down. These cringles take all the 
load, whereas with in -boom or in –mast 
systems the load is spread across the
whole sail.

The mainsail can have considerable roach, 
which adds sail area, however once the sail 
is reefed, this advantage is lost. (See Fig.2)

Better sail shape than in-mast due to the 
ability to bend the top of the mast head 
back by tensioning the back stays.

Neither the mast or boom is fitted with the 
mechanics of in-spar furling: mandrel, motor 
or gearing.

When furled the sail weight is on the boom, 
whereas with in -mast, the weight is aloft.

A smaller mast section reduces cost and 
windage compared to in-mast.

A smaller and lighter boom profile means 
the boom is easier to control and doesn’t 
need to be controlled with a preventer on 
all points of sail, as with in-boom.There is little to go wrong.

Best sail shape

Must come head to wind

Crew required on deck

High Sail Stack

More crew needed

Less reef points

More lines in the cockpit

Needs lazy jack bag

More sail maintenance

Bigger sail area when fully set

Adjustable back stays

Lowest cost

Better stability

Less windage

Lighter boom

Simplicity

Slab
AKA ‘jiffy’ reefing

Next Page: In-Boom

This is the well-tested solution to mainsail 
reefing, but over the last 25 years or so jiffy 
reefing lines have replaced reefing points 
– lines stitched into the sail - which were 
individually hand-tied.

There are variations of the jiffy system: 
single lines and more of them or continuous 
lines which are fewer but longer.

Roach

Fig.1 Fig.2

Fig.4

Fig.5

Fig.3

Disadvantages

Advantages



Stacking Forward - damage to bolt rope
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Allows more wing style sail shape than in-
mast, but not as much as the slab system.
A misconception, promoted by in-boomers, 
is that the sail shape can be the same as 
that of slab. This is not true: the sail and 
its full -length battens have to be rolled 
around a straight mandrel ( the in-boom 
spindle) and with a full -bellied sail, it will 
stack forward onto the gooseneck, if too 
much belly is built into the sail, because the 
sail will stack forward onto the mast with 
disastrous consequences. (See Fig.1 & Fig.2)

The yacht must be rounded up to wind to 
furl and set the sail. When furling, the sail 
will take longer to drop, compared with 
slab because it takes longer for the mandrel 
to take up the lowering sail, requiring the 
helmsman to hold the yacht into the wind 
for longer.

If the helmsman allows the boat to fall off 
the wind whilst the sail is being furled and 
wind fills the sail, even if only at the leech, 
the sail may stack forward. This will mean 
the sail must be re -hoisted.

To ensure the sail is not stacking forward 
too much, crew must be posted on deck to 
watch the furl. Therefore two crew or more 
are required.

Of the three systems in-boom is the most 
expensive often requiring a powered vang 
to assist with lifting the boom.

Needs a preventer on all points of sail 
because the boom is bigger –
to accommodate the sail – and heavier with 
its furling mechanics. (See Fig.3)

The sail, when furled, is on the boom 
therefore giving a better righting moment 
compared to in-mast. 

No reefing lines in the cockpit.

Smaller mast section than in-mast.
As with slab.

The roach of the sail can be equal to that
of slab.With the furl finishing at a point well 

between the battens this gives smaller 
increments of reef compared with slab.

Good sail shape

Must come head to wind Propensity to stack forward

Two-man operation

High cost

Needs a preventer

Less weight aloft

No reefing lines

Less windage on the mast

Bigger sail area
There are more reef positions

In-Boom

Next Page: In-Mast

The in-boom system enjoys the advantage 
of keeping the furled sail low down.

Fig.1

Fig.2

Fig.3

Disadvantages

Advantages
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The mainsail can be furled at almost any 
point of sail. Even when running, the sail 
can be reefed simply by altering course by 
20 degrees or so and lifting the sail off the 
shrouds and spreaders.

Does not have as good sail shape as either 
slab or in-boom.

Possibility of the sail jamming in the mast. 
Although this is the issue most people 
worry about, it can be overcome by 
releasing the outhaul line 40cm or so at a 
time, then tensioning the sail by running the 
in-mast motor until it stops when the torque 
setting is at maximum. By using this method 
the sail should never jam. At Kraken Yachts 
we have been working on an automatic 
outhaul system which will eliminate the 
chances of sail jam. This system is now 
available on all Kraken yachts for around 
5,000 euros.

Since the sail must be wrapped around the 
mandrel the mast section must be bigger
to accommodate it.

Due to the increased weight of the mandrel 
with the sail furled there is increased weight 
aloft. This does slightly reduce the righting 
moment.

The mast must remain straight. If the mast 
-head is bent back the curve in the may 
cause the sail to jam.

More expensive than slab.

Less rope in the cockpit than slab if 
powered by an electric or hydraulic motor.

If the system selected is electric or hydraulic 
it doesn’t require more than one crew to furl 
the sail.

Allows infinite reef points.

Less expensive than in-boom.

Doesn’t need to come head
to wind.

Flatter sail shape. Possible sail jam.

Bigger mast profile.

Greater weight aloft.
No Mast bend.

Cost.

Less rope in the cockpit.

One Man operation.

More reef points.

Medium cost.

In-Mast

Disadvantages

Advantages

Smaller sail area. Because the sail cannot 
have battens and must instead have hollow 
(the reverse of roach) to keep the leech from 
flapping the sail area is smaller when the 
sail is fully set. Don’t let anyone convince 
you that you can have full or partial vertical 
battens as trying to keep them parallel as 
they go into the mast will often cause a jam. 

Smaller sail area.

The in-mast system is the most popular for 
large, offshore cruising boats.

Summary
Slab is the best system for performance, 
followed by in-boom. Both, however, 
require two crew to furl or reef the sail.

If performance is the key factor in your 
sailing then either of these systems will
be the ones for you.

If you are cruising short –handed, or with 
novice crew, then the fact that the in-mast 
system can be furled or reefed by one 
person alone, plus the fact the yacht does 
not need to be rounded up into the wind 
makes this system the best choice.
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